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Description

◦ Web application
◦ Audio Input (Prerecorded or Live)
◦ Machine Learning Model
◦ Visual Output



Background

◦ Tracking a person's 
speaking time is very 
time consuming

◦ Requires some person or 
mediator

◦ Is not feasible for very 
long discussions



Target Users

◦ Moderators at discussions and debates
▫ Don’t have to keep track of time

◦ Statisticians
▫ Mass process large audio databases

◦ Police
▫ Find audio from POIs

◦ Government
▫ Find audio from POIs

◦ Cinematographers
▫ Finds specific Scenes



Goals and Features

◦ Provide a convenient and accessible service to 
determine who is speaking

Users can:
◦ Upload and process audio files
◦ View visualizations
◦ Stream audio via microphone and view live visualization



Demo



System

◦ Front-end
◦ Back-end
◦ Machine Learning Model
◦ Live Audio

◦ IDEs and tools
◦ Technical details/Design Choices
◦ Obstacles
◦ Lessons learned



Front-end

◦ Atom
◦ Angular

▫ Typescript, HTML, CSS
◦ NPM

▫ angular-google-charts
◦ GitLab



Design Choices

◦ Simple and straightforward
◦ User Interaction

▫ Buttons
◦ About Page
◦ File Restrictions

▫ Size, Type



Obstacles and Lessons Learned

◦ Receiving HTTP response
▫ Parsing data into charts

◦ Formatting charts
◦ Updating angular version
◦ Loading spinner
◦ Automatic scroll
◦ Responsive design



Back-end

IDEs: Intellij, Pycharm, Anaconda
Tools: Flask, Docker, Docker Hub, VT cloud



Design

◦ Receive audio/video file of any format
◦ Convert to .wav for ml model and format the result 

required for the front-end

Our application is dockerized and the image is present in 
docker hub and deployed in the VT cloud (except live 
audio module).



Technical Details and Design Choice

◦ Flask for better flexibility, allows to separate front-end.
◦ Opting Flask as backend, so that it supports ML models
◦ Our Design follows Restful.



◦ Dockerizing the service with right dependencies
◦ Resolving dependency between front-end and ml 

models.
◦ Deploying to vt cloud.

Difficulties



ML Algorithm -Tools

- Written in Python
- Pretrained EEND, RPN and 

KNN models
- Testing of these models 

was done with AMI 
Meeting corpus

- Used pyaudio libraries for 
audio preprocessing and 
feature extraction



ML Algorithm - Difficulties

◦ It takes a lot of computing power to train an 
accurate model so used pretrained

◦ Had to organize testing data to compare 
performance which was difficult

◦ Speed of algorithms fell off significantly without 
GPU 



Live Audio - Tools

- Python Server back end uses 
StreamingSpeakerDiarization library

- Simple front end website using HTML and JS
- C3 flow for the chart

- Websockets for data transfer
- Opus encoding/decoding to send data efficiently
- Ws-audio-api to send through socket on front end
- Ton of other dependencies from trying to make the 

other libraries work together



Live Audio - Difficulties

- Need to know to encode audio to 
send efficiently

- Sockets are difficult finding correct 
library to make python-js socket 
was difficult

- Couldn’t create two sockets, luckily 
they are bi directional

- Sending correct audio (buffer, 
sample rate, channels it’s horrible)

- Imports/Dependencies/Installs
- C3 flow was difficult to apply for 

this use case had to make 
compromises



Questions?


